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Abstract

Results

Genomic antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) methods, which derive AST
results from bacterial isolate sequencing data have been shown to be accurate
for many pathogens and antimicrobials1,2. However, applicability of these
methods has not been systematically evaluated for clinical metagenomic data. In
this work, we investigate the performance of in silico AST from clinical
metagenomes (MG-AST). Using isolate sequencing data from a multi-center
study on antimicrobial resistance (AMR) as well as shotgun-sequenced septic
urine samples, we simulated over 2,000 complex urinary tract infection (cUTI)
metagenomes with known AST status. Applying ResFinder2 and our machine
learning (ML)-based WGS-AST classifiers3 we investigate the impact of
metagenome complexity as well as metagenomic binning approaches on AST
accuracy.
Our findings indicate that for mono-infections at sensible sequencing depths, the
tested methods achieve accuracies comparable to application to isolate
sequencing data. For co-infection scenarios, relatedness of pathogens are key
factors determining MG-AST accuracy, as closely related species complicate
binning and increase the risk of losing AMR marker genes, ultimately causing a
loss of sensitivity. We show that addition of mobile genetic elements identified
among unbinned contigs can help overcome this. For certain compounds,
investigating the whole resistome capabilities of the sample yield further
improvements to AST accuracy.

Fig. 2 AST performance metrics on metagenomic bins derived
from E. coli/K. Pneumoniae coinfection metagenomes using 4
different binning paradigms. Average of metrics over 2
organisms and 5 considered antimicrobial compounds.
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Fig. 3 AST performance metrics for gentamicin resistomes
derived from E. coli/K. pneumoniae coinfection metagenomes.
Resistomes were called by predicting AST status for each
pathogen bin found in the metagenome and merging such that
any resistance call led to overall resistance. Binned
performance metrics are averaged over 2 organisms.
Fig. 4 Pearson correlation of true ("T") and predicted ("P") AST
status for metagenomic bins derived from each metagenome
with optimized binning strategy. Fig. 4A: E. coli ("EC") + K.
pneumoniae ("KP"). Fig. 4B: K. pneumoniae ("KP") and A.
baumannii ("AB").

All error bars are 95% CI obtained by 1000x bootstrapping. Black diamonds indicate performance metric of the used AST prediction
method on isolate assemblies. bACC, balanced accuracy. ME, major error. VME, very major error.
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• AST performance on metagenomic bins from either E. coli monoinfection or
Klebsiella pneumoniae and Acinetobacter baumannii coinfection metagenomes
was within 2% of predictions on isolate assemblies. For E. coli/K. pneumoniae
coinfections, binning caused loss of AMR markers and led to an unacceptable
increase in very major error rate (VME) by on average 10
points.
• Inclusion of contigs excluded during bin refinement improved overall VME. For ML
classifiers, re-training on a large proprietary dataset of isolate genomes derived
from ARESdb4 significantly reduced average VME (Fig. 2). A further reduction of
the VME of gentamicin, which was still unacceptably high with optimized binning,
was achieved by calling the resistome status on whole metagenome assembly
(Fig. 3).
• A correlation of true and predicted AST status across isolates in coinfection
metagenomes was observed, indicating imperfect binning and transfer of AMR
markers. This was most pronounced in experiments with more closely related
species. WGS-AST predictions were less affected by this than rule-based AST
predictions (Fig. 4).

Conclusions
• Genomic AST from clinical metagenomic sequencing data is feasible with existing
methods developed for isolate sequencing data. On the tested data set, machinelearning WGS-AST proved more performant overall compared to the rule-based
system.
Fig 1 Workflow for metagenome simulation and MG-AST analysis. (A) Data used in this work. (B)
Metagenome simulation workflow used to create simulated co-infection metagenomes with
defined input genomes and known AST status. (C) Analysis workflow applied to each created
metagenome to obtain AST predictions of metagenomic bins and whole resistomes.
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• Complex urinary tract monoinfections and co-infections of sufficiently taxonomically
remote pathogens can be resolved to the same accuracy as with isolate
sequencing data, using a metagenomic assembly and binning workflow.
• Co-infection by closely related pathogens can reduce the effectiveness of
metagenomic binning, causing a drop in AST performance. This can be fixed by
inclusion of genomic material from the unbinned fraction, and by whole resistome
analysis, recovering AST performance close to that from isolate sequencing data.

